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Boutique Surfaces is a well-focused and coordinated 
collection that will provide specifying designers with a 
portfolio of much higher trend-focused materials and 
�nishes than currently found in the standard Teknion 
material and �nish portfolio. 

�e May launch includes wood veneers, Fenix 
laminates for worksurfaces and tinted glass for divider 
screens. 

wood veneers
Includes six stains of Rustic Oak, and four Alpi 
veneers showing stronger wood character, grain and 
color. 

fenix laminates
An industry-trending and progressive, super-low-gloss 
laminate. Intrinsic features include self-healing, anti-
microbial surface and heat resistance. Available in four 
colors.

Fenix edge worksurfaces are available with a matching 
edge-band, or on an exposed Baltic Birch plywood 
core with a �at or knife-edge �nish. �is trending 
plywood aesthetic references craft and material 
authenticity.

tinted glass
Tinted Solar Bronze and Grey glass hold a moody 
expression, perfect for panel and desk dividers.

Application of these materials and �nishes has been 
identi�ed to strategic surfaces in the Teknion product 
portfolio. �e Boutique Surfaces collection will evolve 
over time to meet the needs of our A&D partners, 
addressing unique emotive requirements.

boutique surfaces
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01  wood veneer – rustic oak

02  wood veneer – rustic oak and alpi veneer

03 fenix laminate − with exposed plywood core

04 ivory birch

05 provincial oak

06 coastal elm

07 atrium white

08 soft gris

09 foundry onyx

Fresh new materiality trends have inspired 
coordinated introductions to Teknion’s Foundation, 
Source Laminate and Foundation Metal Paint 
categories.

Raw, untamed beauty and authenticity inspired three 
new wood laminate designs − Ivory Birch, Coastal 
Elm and Provincial Oak. �e wood laminates hold 
overtones of natural greyed colorations.  �ey include 
a wood grain texture exactly matched in HPL (High-
Pressure Laminate) and TFL (�ermally Fused 
Laminate) for a perfect mixed-application use in 
furniture.

Two solid color laminates − Atrium White and 
Soft Gris – have been added to the Foundation and 
Source laminate categories. Both are in�uenced 
by the current trend to reference the comfort 
of domestic and hospitality environments. �ey 
coordinate well with the new wood laminates, as 
both have foundational harmonized tones.

atrium white
A bright warm white that includes a matching new 
Foundation Metal paint coordinate, for suiting or as 
a complimentary with new and existing �nishes.

soft gris
�is laminate, already a Foundation Metal paint, 
introduces a complementary mid-value grey to the 
portfolio.

foundry onyx 
is a new black Foundation category Metal Paint with 
texture. It was inspired by the interest in the craft 
and maker movement.  

Together, these new material and �nish introductions 
o�er a sensually heightened, visual and tactile 
experience.

�e Color Coordinator Tool is a fun, playful and 
interactive tool created to help visualize how colors, 
patterns and materials work and play together. 
O�ered in all standard paint colors – Foundation, 
Accent and Mica – the color coordinator assists with 
curating palettes by switching out 4- x 4-inch (10 x 
10cm) �nish samples. 

Color coordinates can be ordered from MDC 
(Marketing Distribution Center) in individual colors 
or as a complete set.

color coordinator tool

laminates / metal 
paint category updates
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01 autumn red

02  glassy white

03  glassy dark

04 satin white

05 warm grey

06 cool grey

07 ocean blue

08 woodland green

09 sunburst yellow
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tek booth

Booth-like enclosures have become popular in today’s 
o�ce environments, providing a shared place for 
occasional, short-duration retreats from the open 
plan. Teknion has responded to this trend with Tek 
Booth − a comfortable, ventilated, private environment 
in which to make a quick phone or video call, or to 
spend a short period on focused work. Tek Booth’s 
combination of acoustic privacy, �ne-tuned interiors 
and extensive material and �nish options sets it apart.

acoustic privacy
Tek Booth features a sound-absorbing interior with a 
sound-blocking exterior. A 10mm framed glass door 
a�ords an excellent acoustic barrier in conjunction 
with acoustic seals and adjustable bottom seal. Other 
door attributes include a magnetic latch, plus soft-close 
and hold-open features. Monolithic left and right side 
fascias �nished in laminate, wood or magnetic back-
painted glass block sound transfer while providing 
visual privacy. A 6mm double-glass fascia, o�ered 
in clear or frosted, blocks sound transfer from the 
exterior. 

fine-tuned interior
When the user enters the booth, an occupancy sensor 
activates the three-step dimmable LED task light. 
Ventilation, provided by a pair of quiet fans integrated 
into an acoustic micro-perforated ceiling, is also 
sensor-activated. �e fans work in tandem with a base 
fascia that enables air exchange.

�e Tek Booth interior features acoustic tackboards, 
and a bar-height worksurface ideal for laptops, tablets 
and phones. �e worksurface is angled to maximize 
usable surface area in a small interior. A bag hook on 
the surface underside is ideal for hanging bags, purses 
and knapsacks. Power is accessible via base and ceiling 
feed options. Stools, optional, are available from 
Teknion and Studio TK.
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material and finish options
Tek Booth is o�ered in two versions − Precon�gured 
and Con�gurable. Simple to specify, the Precon�gured 
version is o�ered in nine pre-determined �nish options 
that provide a uniform aesthetic.

Tek Booth provides a virtually unmatched array of 
interior and exterior �nish options to accommodate 
any interior, from young and hip startups to more 
traditional business environments interested in 
dabbling in today’s less formal ways of working.
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06 swerv monitor arm with ic
Swerv Monitor Arm IC (Integrated Cerebro) is 
designed to be used with a Teknion electric height-
adjustable table, built-in or wall unit that uses a 
Linak electric linear actuator system inside. Using a 
Teknion-speci�c custom digital switch, the user sets 
their “delta” – the di�erence in eye to typing height 
between seated and standing – then the monitor arm 
will automatically adjust this delta when transitioning 
between seated and standing work.

Adjustable work tools such as sit/stand stations 
optimize the user experience while working. �e 
seated work posture is the primary focus of most 
adjustments made. However, when using height-
adjustable tables, task lighting and monitor arms, they 
require secondary adjustment when moving from the 
seated to standing work posture. Cerebro passively 
connects and adjusts these work tools. Cerebro has 
multiple settings to accommodate as many user sizes 
and preferences as possible. 

Cerebro is a new workplace technology concept that 
passively connects and maintains comfortable lighting 
levels and monitor eye heights when using three 
common workplace products – a height-adjustable 
table, task light and display monitor arm. Cerebro 
integrates the abilities of these products to provide 
visual comfort and create a new ergonomic experience.

As the sit/stand market continues to gain momentum, 
Teknion is expanding its Height-Adjustable Bench 
product line to include a Navigate-based o�ering. �e 
same modern design, soft edges and new materials 
found in the Built-In and Freestanding versions 
of Navigate are used throughout HAB Navigate. 
Highlighted by the introduction of Double-Sided 
and 120-Degree benches, HAB Navigate focuses on 
compatibility, shared components and the ability to 
mix-and-match frame styles throughout a run. End of 
Run Screens provide enhanced privacy, while the Wire 
Channel with vertical-facing electrical access o�ers 
enhanced capacity.

sanna lightbar with ic
With Sanna Lightbar IC (Integrated Cerebro), the user 
establishes their preference for the amount of light 
they want on their worksurface and sets this value 
using Lumistat™. Lumistat acts as a thermostat for per-
centage of light output of the lightbar. Sanna Lightbar 
senses the amount of ambient light and provides the 
required amount of light output to match the amount 
selected using Lumistat. As the workstation gets closer 
to, or further away from, overhead lighting via sit/
stand working, the Lumistat value will be maintained 
as the Lightbar automatically adjusts light output to 
provide a consistent visual user experience. 
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01  cerebro comfortably maintains light levels and  
monitor eye heights

02  hab navigate with �xed center-mounted glass  
screens and swerv monitor arm

03 hab navigate with study carrel screening and  
zones table lamp
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More desk con�gurations have been added to 
Expansion Casegoods to create peninsula, L-and 
U-Shape private o�ces.

In addition to the existing Bevel Base, a new height-
adjustable Post Leg design frees up leg room to create 
a peninsula that encourages collaboration, whether 
sitting or standing. An optional extended peninsula 
shape ideal for small o�ces allows people to sit on 
three sides.

practical wall panel 
As work tools become more digital, storage space is 
minimized. �e objects we keep are either essential or 
items for display. �e Wall Panel is designed to provide 
a �nishing touch while integrating the right balance of 
practicality and aesthetic. Complementary storage for 
display is provided by metal and laminate shelves, and 
a semi-open overhead cabinet with sliding doors. A 
felt tackboard completes existing fabric and magnetic 
back-painted glass options.

meeting/conference tables 
Expansion Casegoods tables have been revisited to 
create even more dynamic meeting environments. 
Additions include �xed tables featuring new innovative 
post-leg design with integrated cable management, and 
height-adjustable tables.

power module
�e Power Module has been redesigned to provide 
a more up-to-date look, as well as practical options 
such as integrated cord hanger, USB and Audio/
Visual plates at a competitive price point.  �e Linear 
Power Module is available in three lengths – 8, 18 
and 28 inches (20, 46 and 71cm). For more informal 
settings and direct access, Power Pills in Dual or Quad 
versions complete the o�ering.

expansion casegoods 
enhanced height 
adjustability
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New screens provide varying degrees of privacy to 
create more e�ective settings for solo and 
collaborative work.

interpret linx knit casual 
screen 
Designed in partnership with PearsonLloyd, the 
beam-mounted Linx Knit Casual Screen represents 
a new application for Linx Knit 3D mesh. Available 
in 12 colors of Linx Knit, its 47-inch (119cm) height 
matches that of the recent Zones Tabletop Screen.

smooth felt screen
Lightweight, thin and rigid, the Smooth Felt Screen 
with its new felt-style PET material is a low-cost 
option that expresses a soft, curvilinear aesthetic in 
the workplace. Following the recent In�nity Fabric 
Screen introduction, the Smooth Felt Screen o�ering 
is designed to update the current system’s aesthetic. 
Smooth Felt Screens are o�ered in four applications:

• Desk-Edge and Side Desk-Edge Screens − �t 
casually on District, Interpret, Leverage, upStage 
and height-adjustable worksurfaces.

• Casual Screen – beam-mounted, available
      on Interpret.
• Desktop Lateral Screen – available on District,  

Interpret, Leverage and upStage. Each product line 
has its own 42-inch-high (107cm) version tailored 
to achieve the best �t. 

district screen enhancements
�e District Glass Add On is now available in a 
new 6mm glass thickness in addition to 10mm. �e 
District Solid Lateral Screen with Glass features 
three new options to provide a match between the 
Inset Glass Blade and the Solid Lateral Screen with 
Glass. �e 42- and 51-inch (107 and 129.5cm) heights 
remain the same.

space division

01  more desk con�gurations, new height-adjust- 
able leg and wall panel are added to expansion  

 casegoods

02  expansion casegoods tables create even more  
dynamic meeting environments

03 beam-mounted linx knit casual screen is a new  
application for linx knit 3D mesh
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Havn is a Scandinavian-inspired seating collection 
comprising a winged lounge chair and settee. In 
Danish, “havn” means harbor, suggesting that this 
lounge chair is a good place to “dock” during the day 
with a co�ee or a book. It’s a retreat from the norms of 
everyday work. 

Clip is a versatile seating option designed by the 
Swedish architectural partnership Claesson 
Koivisto Rune. 

Clip was inspired by the common hair band used 
on the head. Visually, it creates the curvature of the 
back with the clip. Designed for Studio TK, the 
chair’s rounded aesthetic is accentuated by crisp, clean 
stitching. Clip features a wide range of colors that 
create a beautiful hospitality-type moment with the 
use of a more neutral color, or a more iconic moment 
with an interesting pop of color. 

Freehand occasional tables were designed around the 
free-�owing pencil of an artist. �e inspiration is the 
juxtaposition of the industrial process of extruding 
aluminum to these forms that are organic and 
imperfect, and �ow from one piece to the next.

Havn enables open lounge settings, or focused 
work with its high back. A highly sculptural back 
that nestles in the craft-oriented frame somewhat 
“pinches” it together to make the upper form. �e 
back is wrapped organically within the wooden frame, 
surrounding a soft bolster pillow for comfort. �e 
curved wooden frame cradles the upholstered seat 
with a carefully crafted void in the rear that makes it 
visually stunning. 

�e duo of Flemming Busk and Stephan Hertzog, 
founders of Busk+Hertzog, designed Havn.

Clip can be speci�ed in �ve-star caster, four-leg in 
metal, four-leg in wood, and in pedestal cross-base 
options to suit a host of commercial settings. Bases are 
�nished in polished and painted aluminum, as well as 
in a wood option available in �ve colors.

�ough not perfectly symmetrical, table sides �t 
together to form a number of geometric shapes that 
can then be �nished with tabletop surfaces. Sides 
are available in two shapes and three sizes. Finishes 
include �ve water-based lacquer and 16 paint options. 
Tabletops are available in leather, felt, linoleum 
and glass. �e �nishes narrative extends from a 
monochromatic look that’s more hospitality-focused, 
to the felt and leather tops with a pop of color that 
tells more of a craft story. Freehand’s breadth of 
options allows users and designers to customize to 
suit their project needs. Designed by the London-based 
studio PearsonLloyd, Freehand tables assemble easily. 

havn seating

clip seating

freehand occasional 
tables
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01  havn seating collection

02  clip seating

03 freehand occasional tables
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